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Abstract 

Virtual try on is getting interested from researchers these days because its application in online 

shopping. But single pose virtual try on is not enough, customer may want to see themselves in 

different pose. Multiple pose virtual try on is getting input as customer image, an in-shop cloth and 

a target pose, it will try to generate realistic customer wearing the in-shop cloth with the target 

pose. We first generate the target segmentation layout using conditional generative network (cGAN), 

and then the in-shop cloth are warped to fit the customer body in target pose. Finally, all the result 

will be combine using a Resnet-like network. We experiment and show that our method outperforms 

stage of the art. 
1. Introduction 

Today, people are buying from offline to online shopping. 

Because last few years online shopping technology improved 

quickly most computers and smartphones support AR, and online 

payment methods easier than ever. However, in most cases, when 

items delivered costumers unsatisfactory that products because 

of different online images and real product, especially fashion 

products. How does the need to consider customers when wearing 

fashion products on viewers? To solve this problem people are 

use Virtual try-on. In short, a virtual try-on is the way a customer 

can “try-on” a product through mobile or other devices equipped 

with a camera. With a virtual try-on, a customer can see the 

product and see how they look well with the planned outfit. 

VITON[1], CPVTON[2], ACGPN[3], these are popular methods 

of Virtual try-on. These methods create image and change the 

clothes of source images, but these methods don’t work well and 

only single pose. In this paper, we propose a try on system. It 

automatically generates source image of person with planned 

clothing image desired pose. To make it look the most realistic 

photo, the try-on system needs to function well with a large 

variation in viewing angles, costumer's distinction as well picture 

on the planned cloth.   

 

Figure 1. Example pf Multiple pose Virtual Try-on 

generated by our method. 

As shown in Figure 1, from on customer image (I), an inshop 

cloth (c) and a target pose (pt), the system try to generate try on 

image (Ito). The try on image capture indentify from customer 

image such as skin color or pant,… wearing inshop cloth and in 

new target pose. For this system source image coloring must be 

natural and realistic because making new perspective requires the 

system to color itself in angles that cannot be seen in the input 

image. When looking at panoramic view of old image and unknown 

parts of new image, people cannot know difference between real 

image and colored image area. Moreover, when clothes are 

wearing, icon on the clothes must be natural (I.e shapes, words 

and logos). The icon on the clothes must be match with the figure 

and posture of the model image. To solve this problem, we offer 

a multi-component system to image creation from target pose. 

source image and sample clothes. The photo changed methodically 

to the target body figure and make obscure parts in the source 

image, and clothes are divergence to fit the human’s figure, the 

target pose while keep special. The structure and design on the 

clothes are most simple kept and divergence on the figure.  

2. Related work 
2.1. Person image synthesis. 

Advances in GAN[7] together with following methods gives 

creation of realistic images. Randomly generated photos, leades 

are included to target photo methodically to the user's source in 

the conditional GAN[8]. Successful information-driven 

applications named pix2pix do create a realistic photo with 

obvious information bonding is the semantic segment of photo. In 

this way generators do not try to faithfully reproduce only the fake 

image, but also the most realistic dummy image and features. 

Clearer and more detailed images pix2pixHD[9] can be produced 

with the application of multiscale and feature matching loss from 

the discriminator to better train the generator.    

2.2. Pose-guided Person Image Generation 
Creating different perspectives and poses from the original 

reference image has also been a focus of recent research. PG2[10] 

suggestive to make the raw photo first then make the refined 

photo by GAN style. Methods on this task divided 2 parts. The 

first part is model image generation conditioning target pose 

information using data, PG2 suggestive to first merge coarse 
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result and refine the generated photo with training. Progressive 

training with attention mechanism has been proposed to focus on 

each transfers certain regions while generating the person image 

progressively[5]. Deformable GAN[11] introduce deformable 

skip connections in the generator to deal with pixel to-pixel 

misalignment caused by the pose differences. Another group of 

method is model image synthesis. Semantic parsing transformation 

network was employed in the unified unsupervised person image 

generation framework[4] to guide the generator to generate 

image in the precise region level. Bidirectional generator[6] was 

utilized in the generator and the whole pipeline could be trained in 

an unsupervised manner.  

2.3. Virtual Try-on: 
Virtual try-on networks can be categorized into two kinds of 

approaches: 1) 3D-model-based approaches and 2) clothing 

warping-based. Although many studies based on 2D image work 

on the virtual try-on task, numerous researches aimed to utilize 

3D body shape and 4D sequence to make the results more realistic. 

Thin Plate Spline (TPS) is a spline-based technique that prevails 

in the non-rigid transformation of images without going through 

any generator. Therefore, warping clothes directly by TPS is 

widely used in many try-on researches since it warps clothes and 

preserves patterns, texture, and logos. 

2.4. Multiple pose virtual try on: 
Virtual try-on only shows one pose of user. In MGVTON[13], 

to generate try-on image from users' image with clothing arbitrary 

pose. Try to generate synthesize human segmentation from input 

cloth and target pose, then after generate try-on blurry.  Using 

refinement network for improvement the details on image to get 

more realistic image. But in their segmentation, they failed to 

generate bottom parts like legs and shoes labels, because lacking 

of information to guide the network. Because of unbalanced 

dataset, some small label require the network to train for a long 

time for better recognition, in this paper, show a way to train the 

network with equalized for faster and higher in accuracy. After 

having human segmentation, they use extracted body shape to 

warped the cloth, by this way, warped clothes are deformed 

strongly. We apply some improvemtn in CPVTON+[14] such as 

regularization loss for better preserve the detail of clothes.   

3. Proposed Method 
We propose a refined pineline to synthesize a new realistic 

image for virtual try on in which not only changing cloth but also 

changing human pose. From an uploaded human image by the 

customer, the system can generate a new image which preserves 

the identity of uploaded human image, wearing new in-shop 

desired cloth in a new pose. We use synthesized semantic 

segmentation guidance for the coarse to fine generated human 

image. The networks are composed of four stages, a new 

Synthesize human segmentation(SHS), Generate Warped 

Cloth(GWC) and Try-On Generation(TOG) networks as shown in 

Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Our Methods. 

3.1. Learning to synthesize human segmentation: 

From customer image I, we use a human segmentation to 

extract face mask(Mf), hair mask (Mh), body shape (Ms), left 

leg(Ll) right leg(Lr), bottom cloth(Cb), then combine with inshop 

cloth(C) and target pose (P). To easy feed pose to the network, 

for each keyjoint, we build a heatmap with value of one near in 

neighbor of 4 pixels the keyjoint and zero at other places. Then 

the synthesize human segmentation(SHS) is to generate the target 

human segmentation (St) as in Figure 3. 

St = SHS(Mf,Mh,Ms,Ll,Lr,Cb,C,P)                   (1) 

We add bottom part of customer image (I) to the input of SHS 

to guide the segmentation for generating the output for accuracy. 

Moreover, we notice that some small area on human such as shoes 

and legs,… are rarely appear in the dataset, this lead to train the 

network more time. So handle this problem, we apply a special 

loss named ‘equalized’ label weighted loss. The idea is to increase 

the weight of small areas so that they can have same probabilities 

in the networks. We do statistical on the dataset to calculate the 

weight. But this make the true probabilities of each label to be the 

same for all the pixels. So, after training with ‘equalized’ label 

weighted loss in 3 epochs, we change back to normal cross 

entropy loss. 

We train the network follow GAN style with generator and 

discriminator. We follows the pix2pixHD to build the discriminator 

and Resnet like to build the generator. The GAN loss can be as 

follow: 

�����(��, ��) = ������ ������(�����), ���� + ������ �log �1 −

��(�����), �� (�����)���,                                    (2) 

where �����=(Mf,Mh,Ms,Ll,Lr,Cb,C,P). and loss of synthesized 

label is: 

����
�� (��) = − ∑ ����

log��� , (�����)� + (1 − �� ) log�1 − �� (�����)�,                                                                                

                                                         (3) 

For ‘equalized’ label weighted loss, we put a weighted on 

corresponding label. And the whole SHS will try to optimize the 

following equation: 

��� min
��

max
��

����� (�� ��) + ���� ����
�� (��).                   (4) 

 

Figure 3. Synthesize human segmentation. 

Figure 5 compares MG-VTON segmentation results and ours, 

where MP-VTON fails in generating the bottom parts correctly. 

With hair and face mask as input, MG-VTON can generate hair 

style is same with input image but without bottom parts of source 

image, MG-VTON cannot preserve correctly source parts, and 

from statistic learning from data, MG-VTON can only generate 

pant as bottom parts. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of Synthesized 

segmentation. 

3.2. Generate warped cloth: 

 

Figure 6: Generate warped cloth. 

Spatial transformation network(STN) is a good tool to 

generate warped cloth (������� )  which is widely use in 

CPVTON[2], CPVTON+[14] and MGVTON[13]. The inshop cloth 

mask(Mc) feature and target body {target pose(Pt), synthesized 

body shape(Bs’)} feature are extracted separately by two feature 

extraction networks. Then, correlation between the two features 

is calculated based on dot matrix multiplication. This can be 

considered as a calculation of cosin angle between each vector in 

feature source to every target features. This correlation is then 

fed into a regression network to estimate the transformation 

parameters between source and target. By applying this regressed 

transformation to the in-shop cloth, we can generate warped cloth 

which is fit to the target body. Unlike MGVTON, we apply the 

improved version of STN to warp cloth form CPVTON+[14].  

Finally, the experiments above reveal that the warped clothing is 

often severely distorted. We conclude that the TPS parameters 

estimation needs the regularization, to take into account the 

restriction of clothing textures. Our grid warping regularization is 

defined on the grid deformation and not directly on the TPS 

parameters for the purpose of easy visualization and 

understanding, which means that less different warping between 

two grids in equation 7. The total loss for training GWC is: 

����
�������

= �� �1�������� , �� � +  ���� ���� (��, ��)           (5) 

where �� , ���� are hyper parameters and ���� can be calculate as: 

����(��, ��) = ∑ ∑ |���� (� + 1, �) − ��(�, �) − |�� (�, �) − �� (� −

1, �)|  +   ���(�, � + 1) − �� (�, �)� − ���(�, �) − �� (�, � − 1)�      (6) 

where Gx, Gy is the location of grid of pixel after being warped. 

3.3. Try on Generation: 

Fashion on[12], MGVTON[13] is used without cloth 

reference image provided guarantee cloth agnostic because we 

train on image from same model wearing the in-shop cloth. 

Consequently, there are some information from source reference 

image cloth can be inferred from the shape of cloth on the 

reference image, such as cloth type. The network can also know 

the information about the shape of cloth such as body fit cloth or 

loose cloth, then, it can be hard for the network to learn the new 

shape of new in-shop cloth while testing. Motivating from 

CPVTON+, we estimate composition mask at the same time with 

the coarse result while MGVTON makes use of a new separate 

refine network to render generator to do such a task.  

From source image, we colorize upper cloth and background to 

white color and get (����),  
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Figure 9: Try on Generation network. 

We use Resnet-like network to implement try on generation 

network. To increase the receptive field of the network to transfer 

information from source image to target location, we make use of 

dilated convolutional layer in the middle layer of TOG. We train 

the network with GAN style network to generate composition 

mask(������������) and coarse results(�������
� ), which is firstly used 

in CP-VTON[2] to preserve the texture details of cloth. This 

stage can be formulated as: 

������������� , �������
� � = ���(��, ��, ������� , ���� )            (7) 

Where ������������ is the composition mask and �������
�  is the 

coarse virtual try on result. Then these two are fused with 

warped cloth to generate refined final try on It final. 

�′ = ������������ ∗ ������� + �1 −  ����������� � ∗ �������
�        (8) 

 To handle mis-alignment between source image and target 

location, we make use of dilated convolutional layer to increase 

the receptive field for better handle mis-alignments. We use 

dilated convolution layer at the innermost layer of Unet generator. 

We train the network in supervised way with the following loss 

function: 

� = ��|�′ − ��� | + ���� ���� (�′, ��� ) + ���� ���� (�′, ��� )        (9) 

Where �� , ���� , ����  are hyper-parameters, ����  is a 

perception loss between final try on (��)  and ground-truth 

image(��� ), ����  is GAN loss of the pix2pix model. 

4. Experiment and Result 

4.1. Datasets and Settings. 

The dataset used for experiments is the MPV dataset [13], 

which consists of 35,687/13,524 person/clothes images, with the 

resolution of 256x192. Each person has different poses. We split 

them into train/test set 52,236/10,544 three tuples, respectively. 

We further generate 10,544 three tuples of different clothes for 

testing. By default, the learning rates for the discriminator and 

the generator are 0.0002. We adopt ADAM optimizer to train our 

network withβ1=0.5, β2=0.999. 

4.2. Results and Comparison 

Table 1 compares the intersections over union (IOU) and pixel 

accuracy of the synthesize human segmentation using our 

networks and MP-VTON’s, i.e., with and without bottom parts as 

inputs and the equalized cross-entropy loss. Our methods show 

significant improvement over MGVTON’s. Especially for some 

regions which are small or rarely appeared in the dataset and 

bottom cloth area. Other benefits of our training methods with 

equalized cross entropy shows faster (50 epochs over 200 

epochs).  
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Table 1. Comparison of synthesize human segmentation result. 

 

Figure 10 shows the comparison between our method and state 

of the art MGVTON, due to the accuracy of synthesize human 

segmentation, we can generate clear boundary. In MGVTON, 

warped cloth is strongly deformed while our warped clothes can 

give better result.  

 

Figure 10: Comparison between MGVTON try on result and our 

proposed method. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a method for transfer both cloth 

and pose of reference image. By investigate each intermediate 

output from each step, we can modify reasonable network 

structure and loss. In these methods, more attentive to bottom part 

of reference cloth give better human parsing synthesis. Base on 

improvement of human parsing synthesize, generated warped 

cloth base on CPVTON+ is generate. Inside try-on network, a 

dilated convolutional layer is used for fixing unperfect aligned 

from previous step. Experiments shows our proposed method 

significant improvement to state of the art MGVTON. Improved 

version of GMM is still based on 2D image and it still gets 

limitation of strong 3D deformation. In future work, a hybrid 

method combines between 2D and 3D can help to improve the 

performance. 
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